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Music Media Technology Pathway
What’s New in Pathway News?

• Marketing
• Curriculum Overview
  • Student Samples
  • Media Visual Perspective Still Shots
  • Student Produced Audio Mixing
  • Student Produced Videos
Helping Students Take Their High School Career to the NEXT LEVEL...By Joining the Mumford Music Media Technology Pathway!
“Thank You for Visiting Mumford High School - VIRTUALLY. I teach the Music Media Technology Pathway classes in our STUDIO!”

We learn music, video and photography production by covering a variety of media forms.

- Pathway Teacher, Mr. McCullough
Are you interested in a career in the music Industry?
Are you interested in photography, making videos, or using technology to create?
Want to learn how to start your own business from scratch AND learn from professionals?
Do you want to learn these skills, but don't know where to Start?

The Music & Media Production program will teach you all this + more!!!!!!

No Experience is required.... We will teach you everything you need to get started creating and find a career that you love within the Music & Media industry.
Hands-on learning opportunities including how to run to a recording studio, how to use professional tools such as cameras for recording video and pictures, how to create your own original music.

For More Information, please contact
Mr. McCullough
Zachary.mccullough@detroitk12.org
21st Century Life Skills: Studio Pathway Lessons

• How to get/stay organized
• How to make money using your skills ($$$$
• How to find a job/internship + how much they pay (networking)
• Finding + using your voice
• Time management
• Accountability/Adaptability
• Entrepreneurship
• How to use your phone/laptop to create + make $$$$
• Speaking, communicating, and making strong arguments through media & culture.
• Giving back/community uplift
• Routines for success
• Goal setting
• Urgency/Work ethic!!!
STUDIO PATHWAY SAMPLES:
Student Perspective Stills; Student-Audio Production; Student-Produced Videos
Call the school office at 313.416.7400 if you’re interested in Mumford’s Music Media Technology Pathway

Got Newsletter Feedback? Please email AP White (Cross) tanya.cross@detroitk12.org